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phthisis is used apart from pulmonary tuberculosis should be
in connexion with a disease of the eye. The next generation
of ophthalmic surgeons might usefully turn their attention
to the reorganisation and revision of the terminology of their
specialty, a revision, nevertheless, which is bound sooner or
later to take place, in view of the fact that science is always
destructive to sentiment.

Yours truly, 
-

Wimpole-street, W., June 12th, 1908. PERCY DUNN.

THE SPIROGRAPH.
To the Editor of THE LANCET.

SIR,-Your reviewer has not yet escaped from the toils of 
his own weaving. Sandmann, in the article to which I have
been referred, says : " I make my patients breathe against
a plate of glass 

" (italics mine), in order to obtain a temporary )
glass picture. Glass being transparent, the breath-picture
does not show up clearly on its surface. For a permanent
record Sandmann used " pasteboard covered over with slate-
paper (italics mine). On this plate, an example of which
I send herewith, the moisture in the breath does not readily
condense, obviously because pasteboard is a non-conductor
of heat. Consequently the powder used to fix the image
does not adhere.

I quote now from Wingrave’s letter to THE LANCET of
Jan. 26th, 1907, p. 253: " Slate, glass, and polished metals
all have their shortcomings, but I have found that vilcanite
gives a faithful image" (italics mine). Wingrave’s spiro-
graph, an example of which I also inclose, shows up the
breath picture and takes the fine powder, used to make a
permanent record, in a most satisfactory manner. Sand-
mann’s methods with glass and slate were failures.
Wingrave’s methods with vulcanite are successful. Yet
my critic would have us believe they were "precisely" the
same !

It may be, Sir, that I have not spent so many years in the
service of Rhinology as my critic has done, but I hope when
I have reached his position that I shall be able to criticise
the work of other men with sound knowledge and fair judg-
ment. I am, Sir, yours faithfully,

Stratford-place, W., June llth, 1908. DAN McKENZIE.

To the Editor of THE LANCET.

SIR,-Those interested in Dr. McKenzie’s defence of Dr.
Wingrave’s claims should read Sandmann’s paper, which will
prove that I was entirely correct in my remarks.

I am, Sir, yours faithfully,
THE REVIEWER.

DAN McKENZIE.

TANSINI METHOD FOR THE CURE OF
CANCER OF THE BREAST.

To the Editor of THE LANCET. 

SIR,-If Professor Purpura’s pathological views are

admitted, the Tansini method may possess claims to con-
sideration as a means of filling up the gap produced by the
removal of a large area of skin from the front of the chest.
Even for this purpose, however, Thiersch grafting is, in my
opinion, much to be preferred, for the Tansini flap is an
ill-nourished one and is obtained by what is practically a
severe additional operation. These, however, are minor
details. My main objection to the method is that it is based
upon an erroneous pathology, that it ignores the laws which
govern the spread of a carcinoma by permeation, and that it
unites extravagance with false economy. As Professor
Purpura’s letter .hows, the belief that breast cancer spreads
mainly in the plane of the skin, wirh the corollary that "it
is necessary to remove as much skin as possible," can only
be supported by reference to opinion and authority, and is a
product, not of the laboratory, but of the library.

I have shown elsewhere that recurrence in the skin after
the operation for breast cancer is nearly always due to
inadequate removal of the underlying deep fascia-the layer
in which the microscopic growing edge of the cancer is
found. Both in the Halstead method and in the Tansini
method, which is a plastic modification of Professor
Halstead’s, removal of the deep fascia over the required
circular area of ten inches or more in diameter is impossible
without uyderminii3g the skin flaps-a step which forms no
part of either operat on. Although in my method removal of

skin is limited to a circle four or five inches in diameter, 11,
have only once seen recurrence in the skin. I would there-

t fore reiterate a strong protest against the unnecessary
. sacrifice of healthy skin and the inadequate removal of the-
.. deep fascia, which have characterised operations for breast
i cancer. The Tansini method is an ingenious way of filling up.

a gap which need never have been created.
I am, Sir, yours faithfully, 

--

Wimpole-street, W., June 20th, 1908. W. SAMPSON HANDLEY.

THE DANGERS AND TREATMENT OF’
MYOMA OF THE UTERUS.

To the Editor of THE LANCET.

SIR,-In his interesting Ingleby lectures Mr. ChristopherMartin makes some remarks about the treatment of fibroid
’ tumours of the uterus by electrolysis which I should like to
refer to. To call Apostoli’s treatment electrolysis is, of
course, wrong. That is not of much importance, but it does

. 
seem to me right that credit should be given to Apostoli for

: his work. Mr. Martin writes as if he had never tried the
. treatment, but I have, and I know that Apostoli never recom-

mended thrusting the electrode deeply into the growth, but
insisted always on nothing more than a shallow puncture.
This I have done hundreds of times without any ill result.

s Mr. Martin also forgets that when Apostoli was treating
. patients with electricity the mortality was, to use his own

word, "frightful," and that in 1891 the staff of the Birming-
ham Hospital for Women announced that they bad practi-
cally abandoned the operation on account of the terrible

. death-rate. The change from the extra- to the intra-

peritoneal method came so quickly and with such wonderful
,t improvement in the results that three years after this

e announcement I wrote in my book on abdominal surgery:-
"Operations, when no special difficulties are expected, are

ie now so safe that the question of safety alone would not be
n sufficient to make one advise electricity rather than an easy
e operation." I comparatively seldom advise Apostoli’s treat-

ment now, though in my experience the results after
’ 

electricity have been permanent, simply because the
mortality after hysterectomy is under 5 instead of being
over 30 per cent. as it was 20 years ago. The analysis or
Keith’s and Englemann’s statistics referred to showed such
an amount of ignorance of what Apostoli’s treatment aimed
at that it has never seemed to be worth anything.

I am, Sir, yours faithfully, 
--

I June 20th, 18O8. 
-

SKENE KEITH.

BLOWN MEAT.
To the -Editor of THE LANCET.

SIR,-For ycur benefit I write to inform you in refer-
ence to your note on "Blown Meat" and Benjamin
Firth Kettle, cattle-dealer, of Hassocks, that this man
Kettle was summoned about eight weeks ago at the
Haywards Heath petty sessions by the Cuckfield rural
district council (which council forms one of the sanitary
authorities of the East Sussex Combined Sanitary Authority,
of which I am medical officer of health) for slaughtering
an animal on unlicensed premises. On that occasion
Kettle was defended by a solicitor who pleaded a technical
objection because proof of the publication of the order of the
Local Government Board made 26 years previously, con-

ferring urban powers on the rural district council of
Cuckfield to make by-laws in respect to slaughter- houses,
was not produced. The Bench, in spite of the protest made
by the clerk to the council, Mr. C. H. Waugh, dismissed the
case. Mr. Waugh, clerk and solicitor to the rural district
council of Cuckfield, advised the council to appeal. Such
appeal was heard before the Lord Chief Justice and others a.

, fortnight ago ; it was held that it was not necessary to prove
publication of the order made 26 years ago, and that if it

. was necessary then it was for the detendant to prove that the
order had not been published. The case was remitted to
the Haywards Heath Bench fcr a further hearing and on

; June 15th, 1908, the Bench convicted Kettle, fined him :&1 1
i and &pound;5 10s. 2d. costs, or in default one month.
’ The difficulties as pointed out in your paper of obtaining
i suitable punishment for dealers in disfased animals and bad
J meat are considerable. However, the inclosed cutting from
) the Haywards Heath local paper shows that at times magis-
f trates will impose suitable penalties. I tbink you will agree


